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PRODUCTIVE
LOCAL STEWARDSHIP AND GROWTH

NURTURING
ENCOURAGING NEIGHBOURLINESS

HEALTHY
ACTIVE LIFESTYLES

Growing Letchworth

1-2 years 3-4 years 4-8 years

Capturing value for the good of the community

Embedding resilience within the Garden City

The landscape-led masterplan puts priority on creating green and 
productive public and shared spaces for its inhabitants. The landscape 
infrastructure of swales, coppice and productive orchards draws on 
already established green routes through the site, creating an active and 
recognizable place from the outset. 
Sustainable urban drainage system (SuDS) with indigenous planting 
are incorporated within the network of roads and paths, which helps to 
protect against adverse weather.

This masterplan proposes an alternative to the traditional developer-led housing delivery model, more in 
line with the original Garden City principles of place-making, ownership and land value capture. Here the 
Letchworth Heritage Foundation (LHF) would act as the master developer of the site as a way to ensure that 
true value and longevity are embedded within the development. Public spaces and landscape amenities 
are prioritized from the beginning of the development and safeguarded in perpetuity. This will allow the 
development to provide the unique public spaces which will make the development a desirable place to 
live, thus creating value for the houses from the outset ie. a higher revenue can be made from the sale of the 
houses if the place is a desirable places to live from the start. By avoiding the developer model, the profit 
usually made by developers is allowed to be fed back in to the LHF. 

• Locally grown food creates a healthier attitude towards food 
and food production through communal work and education. 

• Improved health through encouraging active lifestyles, social 
interaction and a connection with nature. 

• Reducing the reliance on private cars via shared neighbourhood 
parking hubs with vehicle charging points and car share

• Co-located with other everyday services eg: bike storage, 
composting, refuse and online delivery/grocery pick up, creates 
a space for everyday encounters

• Subsidised charging stations will promote the use of electric 
cars, reducing the development’s impact on the environment 
and improving air quality. 

• PV’s on the canopy support electric car charging and surplus 
energy sold back to the grid generating revenue for LHF

• New income generated for LHF, both from the rent of the 
homes and the ongoing income from different assets on site, 
funds a stewardship/ landscape education centre on site 

• This will create a draw for the new rural/ sub-rural centre to the 
new part of the town creating a link between the two areas. 

• This links to a tenet of the original garden city principles 
regarding “pro-municipal” work by the community. 

• “Sweat equity” will offer an incentive for locals to work in the 
area and pay a discounted rate in return. 

• Green spaces reach full potential when the community who uses 
them also takes on a stewardship role. The upkeep and training 
related to the landscape will be carried out by a management 
team funded by resident contributions to the LHF

• Health and healthy living was one of the driving aspirations 
behind the original Garden City principles – “Health of the 
country, comfort of the town”. 

• The development promotes health and wellbeing at three 
different scales. 

 - At the level of the home, each house will be made with   
 healthy materials (timber) and designed using passivhaus   
 principles which ensure a level of natural ventilation, daylight  
 and thermal comfort 
 - At a neighbourhood level, a feeling of neighbourliness is   
 fostered by allowing for social interaction and impromptu   
 meeting spaces 
 - At the scale of the entire community, direct access to   
 landscape and recreational areas to facilitate daily exercise  
 and improved mental health by access to green natural   
 spaces.

A landscape infrastructure of 
native planting, coppice and 
orchards is introduced to the site 
from the outset to instill a sense 
of place before a new community 
is introduced

Community energy networks 
are installed underneath the 
linear parks to provide revenue 
back to the Letchworth Heritage 
Foundation in the future

A SuDS drainage 
network is introduced

The factory and 
landscape education 
centre are introduced to 
create a unique sense of 
place from the outset

The main network of roads 
are established to allow for 
construction traffic to and 
from the development plots, 
avoiding the disruption of 
the existing residents nearby

most dense development (average 40 dwellings per 
hectare) at the highest points of the site, radiating 
out and decreasing in density towards the SuDS 
landscape at the site fringesD
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tree planting, orchards and SuDS features form the 
first phase to establish a landscape framework with 
enhanced productivity, biodiversity and resilienceG
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central access route for buses and cars limits 
vehicular through routes within residential streets
existing greenways connected with new network of 
pedestrian and cycle routesRO
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factory for modular homes completed first to 
provide phased delivery, enabling communities to 
become established in different areas of the sitePH
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Agroecology
- orchard framework (large rootstock)
- willow and alder coppice
- meadow, fen and carr
- SuDS, swales and ponds
- satellite facilities - education, cafe/
brewery

Extensive urban agriculture
- allotment spaces
- perennial food crops
- orchard framework
- soft fruit

Connecting street 
and local lane

Avenue and 
Connecting street

Intensive food growing
- high value produce, herbs
- espalier fruit trees, soft fruit
- close to home
- accessible
- market spaces

Varied and characterful streets
- A range of housing types
- Homes for different needs
- Individual expression and character

RESILIENT
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

• Capturing Value: The initial investments by LHF create a return 
in the long term to provide funding for stewardship services. 

• A community scale energy generation scheme will be installed 
from the outset removing reliance on the grid and, over the 
longer term, selling energy back to the grid. 

• All commercial spaces provided in the scheme will provide an 
ongoing source of income for the LHF which will help to fund 
the landscape education/ stewardship centre. 

• The initial investment of the factory has long term return in 
promoting local employment, boosting the local economy 

• The factory building and viewing tower, create recognisable 
focal points to the town. 

• Income generated for LHF through future flexible uses in 
response to local demand: market hall/gym/ climbing centre/
soft play space.

View of the central area Neighbourhood streets, 
parking hubs and linear park

Agricultural edge, urban 
growing and local cafe

Design development of the 
central area

Training, learning, 
production and 
growing spaces

Site contours, natural 
landscape and routes

A communal space for 
the whole city

View of the site on approach

Urban agricultural schemes localise food supply and provide a 
biodiverse setting while also creating opportunities for neighbours to 
interact and form social networks through gardening and harvesting. 
Managed coppice for the production of biochar to build soils and 
sequester carbon, as well as timber for craft which can be used in the 
construction of the houses on site. 
Local agricultural tennacies and sale of food production on site provides 
revenue for the LHF to support initial investments. 

Learning and development
- New 2FE primary school
- Community facilities
- Phased development

Future flexibility
Revenue generation from 
factory building  creating an arts 
or leisure space for the city

A productive yard 

Pedestrian and 
cycling routes along 
the avenue

Nursery

Factory

School

Community 

Transport hub, 
commercial + 
retail

Nursery
Factory

School

Community 

Transport hub, 
commercial + retail

1 2 3

Community cafe

Parking hub

Linear park
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Terraced Homes3Semi-Detached 
Homes2Individual Home1 4 Garden 

Clusters

1 2 3 4 5

Flexible, crafted and energy-efficient homes

Lime render, clay tiles or timber 
cladding can be made using 
locally and sustainably sourced 
materials.

Secondary spaces such as balconies, 
pergolas, decking, sun rooms, 
greenhouses and lean-to storage areas 
can be provided as supplementary to 
the structural and thermal envelope of 
the building.

To allow buyers the freedom in interior planning 
and to restrain purchase costs, all of the houses are 
to be offered as shells without internal partitions 
or room divisions. A wide range of internal 
configurations carefully positioned service risers, 
fenestration and staircases that support.

The primary CLT structure of 
the building can be insulated 
using non-polluting insulation 
materials such as wood fibre. 

Commercial

Site land use diagram

School

Community

Self-build housing

Courtyard Community housing
2/ 3 bed flats or maisonettes

Terraced housing
2/ 3 bed houses

Garden Cluster housing
2/ 3/ 4 bed houses

Semi-Detached and Individual 
housing - 3/ 4 bed houses

Possible interior configurationsPossible cladding details

A standard unit is made up of 
CLT panels made in the on-site 
factory. 

Assemblage of the Courtyard 
Community Typology

Possible Configurations of the 
Standard House Typology

A flexible housing model with a 
high performance envelope and 
secondary skin

Plan

Section

Core envelope Extensions, additions and alterations

These are assembled into 
different typologies and 
configurations.

The standard CLT thermal envelope 
can be added to over time with self-
built supplementary structures.

A standard wall buildup on all 
homes can accommodate many 
different types of cladding that 
can be adapted over the life of 
the building. 

Good air tightness can be achieved 
wit this kind of structure which 
will allow for the desired level of 
thermal comfort, regulated with 
heating systems and mechanical or 
natural ventilation. 

Semi-external spaces such as sun-
rooms can be added to the highly 
insulated and efficient thermal 
envelope of the building to connect it 
to its surroundings without affecting its 
performance or comfort levels. 

Fully clad unit

Assembled CLT unit 
before cladding

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
The homes will be of modular 
construction, with assembly taking 
place in a factory on site. This will 
generate training and employment 
opportunities for local people, 
securing knowledge and expertise 
within the community, and reducing 
transportation during construction. 
CLT modular timber construction 
will be used to lower the carbon 
footprint, reduce construction time 
and create less wastage. This type 
of construction also lends itself well 
to self build. The factory building 
will be re-purposed as a community 
facility, such as a sports hall.

The site-wide energy strategy 
is based around on-site energy 
generation and storage. 
Photovoltaic tiles (PVs) on south-
facing roofs of the houses generate 
electricity, which is used by 
households and stored during 
periods of low demand in batteries 
distributed throughout the green 
corridors. The solar roof of the car 
hubs generates electricity to charge 
electric cars at a reduced rate 
for residents, creating additional 
incentive to park in the hubs.

The materials used are influenced 
by the ecology and history of 
Hertfordshire. Chalk is used to 
make a breathable and natural 
lime render finish and clay finds 
its form in long-lasting tiles. Both 
are applied by hand and create 
a variety of textures and colours. 
Tiles offer opportunities for on-
site manufacture, training and 
customisation. Also at the hand-
made scale, willow bunches from 
the managed coppice will be used 
to create low level garden fencing 
and natural touches.

electric car hub with 
PVs

site-wide 
electrical 
storage

PVs on roof

willow bunches 
from coppice

willow, clay and chalk 
inspired by Hertfordshire

on site factory, employing 
local people

modular 
panels

efficient 
assembly

CLT Construction 
Process

- Raw material is 
brought to the on-site 
construction skills 
factory, providing 
local jobs and training
- CLT panels are 
made from glued and 
pressed boards of 
timber 

PROCESSED

- Openings for 
doors windows, and 
services are routed 
out of each CLT panel

PROCESSED

- The CLT panels 
are sized to fit on a 
standard lorry bed 
- They are 
transported the very 
short distance to 
each housing plot  

TRANSPORTED 

INSTALLED 

- Each CLT panel can 
be installed easily, 
safely and quietly
- This results in an 
accurately finished 
and thermally 
efficient structure 

- The second 
envelope provides 
an opportunity for 
each homeowner to 
customise their home 
differently
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- Coniferous 
evergreen softwoods 
are harvested from 
sustainable forests 
- The timber is a 
renewable resource, 
and a carbon store 
that can be readily 
replenished

Lime Render 

Sustainably-Sourced Tim

ber Cladding

Tiles M
ade from

 Local Clay
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Consumption Generation Consumption Generation Consumption Generation

1. Business as usual to meet building regulations 2. Maximise energy efficiency 3. Utilise communal heat pump
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Housing - 2bed flat

Housing - 3bed house

Housing - 4bed house

Primary school

Other commercial spaces

Roof mounted solar PV

The aspiration of healthy living was one of the driving forces behind the original Garden 
City principles – “Health of the country, comfort of the town” was a popular expression 
to describe the original development of Letchworth Garden City. The development is 
intended to promote the health and wellbeing of its inhabitants at three different scales of 
inhabitation. 
At the level of the home, each house will be made with healthy non-polluting materials (such 
as timber) and designed using passivhaus principles which ensure a high level of natural 
ventilation, daylight and thermal comfort for every inhabitant. The core thermally efficient 
envelope of the house can be added to over time to create spaces for the home to connect 
to its environment without affecting its thermal performance.

Letchworth Garden City
Masterplan energy strategy
20190230
WFS
Rev A

Site wide energy consumption and generation showing breakdown by building type and development of strategy
Useful numbers?

% improvement over base case 77%
% generation over consumption for 3 -7%

Total estimated carbon emissions from buildings on site -43.6 tCO2e
(or amount offset for transport)

Use Quantity Area Total area  Consumption Generation  Consumption Generation  Consumption Generation  

Housing - 2bed flat 450 61 27450 Housing - 2bed flat 3,843 1,510 795

Housing - 3bed house 360 83 29880 Housing - 3bed house 4,183 1,643 866

Housing - 4bed house 90 110 9900 Housing - 4bed house 1,287 644 386

Primary school 1 2300 2300 Primary school 299 184 116

All commercial spaces 8 4675 5125 Other commercial spaces 543 384 221

Generation 50% 26892 13446 Roof mounted solar PV 2,555 2,555 2,555
10,155 4,365 2,383

605293 648904 kgCO2e
Assumptions

PV generation
30% of total building footprint PV coverage
20% shading factor
330W 1.6sqm panels with DC optimisation

Heat pump efficiency 3.9

Electricity carbon factor 254

1. Business as usual to meet building regulations 3. Utilise communal heat pump2. Maximise energy efficiency
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Growing letchworth - target 900 homes Area (m2)

Total site area 45ha
Total building area 85,555m2
Total building footprints 17,725m2

Residential 
Range of homes 1b,1p - 3b,5p or 4b,6p 50 - 110m2
2 bed flats (450 homes - 50%) 27,450m2
3 bed starter home (360 homes - 40%) 29,880m2
4 bed large family home (90 homes - 10%) 9,900m2

Total residential allowance 67,230m2 
Total residential footprint 26,892m2

Infrastructure & Amenities 

2FE primary school 2,300m2 
Community landscape training centre 1500m2 
Sheltered market space/ factory 1125m2
Plant nursery/food hall 700m2
Commercial space 900m2
Workspace/commercial 1000m2
Community spaces 600m2

Parking shelters 10,200m2 

We are showing 15 parking shelters across the materplan which would mean 
approx 25 cars in each. Individual shelter = 680m2.

Growing letchworth - target 900 homes Area (m2)

Total site area 45ha
Total building area 85,555m2
Total building footprints 17,725m2

Residential 
Range of homes 1b,1p - 3b,5p or 4b,6p 50 - 110m2
2 bed flats (450 homes - 50%) 27,450m2
3 bed starter home (360 homes - 40%) 29,880m2
4 bed large family home (90 homes - 10%) 9,900m2

Total residential allowance 67,230m2 
Total residential footprint 26,892m2

Infrastructure & Amenities 

2FE primary school 2,300m2 
Community landscape training centre 1500m2 
Sheltered market space/ factory 1125m2
Plant nursery/food hall 700m2
Commercial space 900m2
Workspace/commercial 1000m2
Community spaces 600m2

Parking shelters 10,200m2 

We are showing 15 parking shelters across the materplan which would mean 
approx 25 cars in each. Individual shelter = 680m2.

Building fabric efficiency diagram
Consumption vs Generation of energy

HEALTHY
ACTIVE LIFESTYLES



A living and lively place for the future

N

The shared spaces and public places within the masterplan are intended to foster social interaction and conviviality 
between its residents, with a shared relationship with the surrounding environment. Access to social/ friendship 
groups is proven to create better mental health and longevity in people, as such the places we live in have a direct 
impact on how we interact with each other and how we form social and familial bonds. Social meeting places are 
focused around landscape, with views onto convivial shared spaces and safe public routes. Habitable rooms such 
as kitchens will face onto play areas and playable streets offer passive surveillance amongst neighbours, creating 
safe spaces for children to play and meet each other. 

The central public area of the masterplan is intended to create a connection 
between the place and its rural surroundings. This will create a counterpart to 
the more urban existing centre of Letchworth Garden City, drawing people 
from the surrounding areas to this new place. 

The linear parks in the masterplan create spaces for recreation and for people 
to meet. The community hubs contain car parking and car charging, bin 
storage, bike parking, compost bins, storage for deliveries and other shared 
facilities which encourages neighbours to meet on a daily basis 

Views of the courtyard community typology

The local lanes are for pedestrians and cyclists, designed to discourage a culture 
of car use promote more healthy and natural ways of moving. Without cars and 
car-parking, these spaces can be given over to the community as spaces for play, 
gardening, outdoor working and social interaction 

Road Typologies

Main Avenue (20.5m wide)

Community 
Hub

Connecting street (10m wide)

Connecting Street 
(home zone)
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Shared between small groups of residents, these spaces are inherently more sheltered and peaceful. Offering the opportunity to interact with a shared garden space that can be used for food growing, informal 
play and socialising. Planting that requires care can be grown in these spaces by residents motivated and supported by the Landscape Stewardship Team. Dwarf rootstock fruit trees, herbs, scented climbing 
plants and annual vegetables can be grown alongside informal natural play forms for toddlers and areas to congregate.

Communal and Semi Private 
Courtyards
- Annual vegetables
- Dwarf Fruit trees
- Herbs
- Flowering and scented 

plants and climbers

Agroecology Planting 
(at threshold/site perimeter
Native trees (pioneer, coppice and 

longer lived legacy trees)
- Willow
-	 Alder	(nitrogen	fixer	to	add	

resilience to soils)
- Poplar
- Oak
- Field Maple
Fruit (Large Rootstock)
- Apple
- Plum
- Bullace
- Pear

Intensive Urban Agriculture Throughout neighbourhoods on the doorsteps of residents, 
both pocket parks and small productive community gardens provide informal spaces for res-
idents to gather, socialise and grow food. Education around the upkeep of the food growing 
spaces is facilitated by the Landscape Stewardship Team along with maintenance and help 
with the timing of harvests.

Groves of street trees Relating to the wider tree planting strategy associated with the 
SuDS system, agroecology and coppice. Groves of pioneer species are proposed as street 
trees to break up and soften vehicle and cycle routes, offering subtle demarcation within 
the street scene by providing pockets of multistem trees and biodiverse planting.

These streets are characterised both by the linear swales and the neighbourhood fruit trees and are 
punctuated by informal pocket parks. The swales are planted with multistem pioneer species (Birch, 
Willow, Alder) with a ground layer of robust grasses, sedges and wildflower while the spaces in the 
shelter of garden walls and buildings are populated with semi dwarf fruit trees such as Apple, Pear, Plum 
and Apricot. 

Connecting Streets
Pioneer trees and shrubs
- Birch
- Willow
- Alder
- Dogwood
Fruit	(Semi	dwarfing	

rootstocks):
- Apple
- Pear
- Plum
- Cherry Plum
- Apricot
Robust grasses, Sedges and 
Wildflower	in	base	of	swales.

Linear Park
Pioneer trees and shrubs
- Birch
- Willow
- Alder
- Dogwood
Flowering Perennials and 

grasses	(examples	of	wider	
mix):

- Miscanthus
- Day Lilly
- Verbena
- Iris
Robust grasses, Sedges and 

Wildflower	in	base	of	swales.

Neighbourhood trees
Fruit (Large Rootstock)
- Apple
- Plum
- Bullace
- Pear
- Mulberry
Nuts
- Walnut
- Almond

Semi Public Planting
Flowering Perennials 
(examples	of	wider	mix):
- Day Lilly
- Verbena
- Iris
Fruit	(Semi	dwarfing	

rootstocks):
- Apple
- Pear
- Plum
- Cherry Plum
Fan trained Fruit:
- Apricot
- Cherry

Linear parks and connecting communal spaces are planted with a resilient mix of planting that is designed 
to maximise wildlife interest at the same time as communal productivity. Not only part of the Extensive 
Urban Agriculture strategy to provide edible food crops, these spaces (along with the adjacent connecting 
streets) are framed by linear swales that link the SuDS system to the northern perimeter of the site. 

- Figs
- Quince
Herbs:
- Sage
- Rosemary
- Mint (in planters)
- Oregano
Bush Fruit
- Currants
- Gooseberries
- Josta Berries
- Aronia (North American 

Chokeberry)

Extensive Urban Agriculture
Fruit (Large Rootstock)
- Apple
- Plum
- Bullace
- Pear
- Mulberry
Nuts
- Walnut
- Almond
Herbs:
- Sage
- Rosemary
- Mint (in planters)
- Oregano

Bush Fruit
- Currants
- Gooseberries
- Josta Berries
- Aronia (North 

American 
Chokeberry)

As part of the phased delivery of green infrastructure, street trees are used to characterise each neighbourhood, 
different neighbourhoods are planted with different species and varieties of fruit trees that have been raised in the 
on site tree nursery. These are focused in public spaces such as the linear parks and are designed into different 
groupings so that harvesting can be carried out by the local community in each neighbourhood throughout the 
year. This can be an educational community endeavour and the differing species will help to add identity to each 
neighbourhood and is an evolution of the one of the original garden city design principles. Large rootstock, Apples, 
Pears, Plum and Damsons along with Walnut and Mulberries can all be included where neighbourhood microclimates 
will best suit them with a range of local heritage and commercial varieties to ensure resilience and a long harvest in 
each area. Nitrogen fixing shrubs such as Elaeagnus and Sea Buckthorn help to provide nutrients within the soil in a 
resilient productive ecosystem.

As a rural open space, biodiverse meadow planting helps to enliven the adaptable central zone. As a 
resilient tapestry of planting, different routes can be created through this area without damaging the 
integrity of the meadow. Rather than annual food crops, these areas are planted with perennial food 
crops and fruit that require less maintenance. In this central space a visitor is ‘introduced’ to the orchard 
framework that is spread throughout the public and semi public spaces across the site.

Planting schedule and character areas SUDS and drainage strategy

Intensive urban 
agriculture and 

pocket parks

Groves of trees  provide 
traffic	calming

Linear park

Swale planting

Neighbourhood 
parking hub with bin  

storage, recycling, 
composting and 
delivery lockers

Neighbourhood park 
with fruit tree planting

Local lane (dished channels to edges)

Neighbourhood play 
area/ pocket park

Gable end with espalier 
fruit trees

Communal/shared garden space

Swale planting
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NURTURING
ENCOURAGING NEIGHBOURLINESS

PRODUCTIVE
LOCAL STEWARDSHIP AND GROWTH
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